Edward Warbass Sculpture Project:

Concept
to
Completion

Initial concept

Sculpting demonstration at SJIMA

Maquette (detailed miniature sculpture)

Sculpting demonstration at SJIMA

Sculpting demonstration at SJIMA

Sculpture model

Sculptor Gareth Curtiss

Building the forms

Creating molds for the wax pattern

Two coats of a three‐part mix rubber coating is applied.
A seam line of waxed paper is pinned to the surface and
two or three more coast of rubber are applied to both
sides of the waxed paper and over the artwork. The paper
establishes where the two halves (or up to four pieces)
will come apart when the mold is removed from the clay
artwork.

Wax pattern

The rubber surface is painted with Vaseline. Strips of
fiberglass matting are cut, impregnated with activated
fiberglass resin, and applied over the greased rubber
surface. Two layers are applied to the surface with a third
layer applied over the seam lines for added strength.
After the fiberglass mold has hardened, it is pulled from
the clay sculpture. Wax is poured into the now hollow
molds to create the pattern for the bronze molds.
Wax pattern

Wax patterns are mounted and given nine coats of a shell
material. They start out light enough but, by the end,
each shell weighs anywhere from 15 to 75 lbs.

Relief holes are drilled into the shell and a pour spout is
opened up. The pieces are put in the kiln to melt the wax.
Then relief holes are patched with refractory paste, and
shells are returned to kiln where they are warmed up to
approximately 800 degrees.

Molten bronze

Removing shell from bronze piece

Bronze is melted in furnace to a temperature of
approximately 2250 degrees then poured into the hot
shells. The molten bronze cools fairly quickly, the shells
crack and pull away, and large bits are removed with a
hammer or air hammer. The pour spout and gates are
cut/melted off, and the piece is sandblasted.

Cast bronze

Patina

Welded piece

Hand‐etched newspaper

Delivery and Installation

Sculptor Gareth Curtiss

Sculptor Gareth Curtiss, Arts Commissioners Peter Lane
and Diane Martindale, Arts Commission coordinator
Julie Greene, Town historian Sandy Strehlou,
neighboring property owner Steve Buck, and Mayor
Farhad Ghatan. October 5, 2020.

